
Product

SELECT toilet lifter, manually height adjustable with crank handle, for floor
outlet

Item number R8117000

Colour White

Product description Discontinued per 9 Jan 2017 and replaced by R8112. Wallhung toilet 700 mm to
be ordered separately (R2099).

Toilet lifter, 300 mm height adjustable, with crank handle. Incl. cistern with dual
flushing system preset at 3/6 litres, wall-hung toilet pan (pan projection 700 mm), and
R27 white Dania toilet seat with extra strong cross-bar hinge D92. The integral
vertical side profiles allow for addition of PLUS support arms. For floor-outlet.
Materials: Anodised aluminium and polystyrene (PS).
Incl. mounting kit for brick wall.

Discontinued per 9 Jan 2017 and replaced by R8112. Wallhung toilet 700 mm to
be ordered separately (R2099).
Toilet lifter, 300 mm height adjustable, with crank handle. Incl. cistern with dual
flushing system preset at 3/6 litres, wall-hung toilet pan (pan projection 700 mm), and
R27 white Dania toilet seat with extra strong cross-bar hinge D92. The integral
vertical side profiles allow for addition of PLUS support arms. For floor-outlet.
Materials: Anodised aluminium and polystyrene (PS).
Incl. mounting kit for brick wall.

Adjustability Height adjustable

Adjustment height 300 mm

Product capacity Maximum load: 200 kg

Materials The toilet lifter is mainly constructed of anodised aluminium. The front plate and the
bottom plate are made of polystyrene (PS).

Ergonomy Toilet lifters are available in three different colours which all harmonise with modern
bathrooms, resulting in a comfortable and inviting toilet environment. A minimum of
grooves, slots and holes makes cleaning fast and effective, and also results in an
attractive and exclusive design.
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Features The toilet can be raised and lowered using the crank handle. The crank handle can
be positioned on either side of the lifter – without the need for tools.
It is possible to adjust the height of the toilet lifter using an electric drill as an
alternative to the crank handle.
The toilet can be adjusted 300 mm, from 425 mm to 725 mm in height , so the height
can always be perfectly matched to mobility aids such as a wheelchair.

Cleaning Pressalit recommends that chalky deposits be removed from wall tracks and other
aluminum parts using a solution of three parts of 30% acetic acid to seven parts tap
water. When the aluminum parts have been washed down with this solution, the parts
should be wiped over with a damp cloth wrung out in clear water.
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